Abstract: Scan performance of infinite planar arrays can be approximated using Floquet excitations in a large but finite array. This method is evaluated for arrays of dipoles with and without a backscreen for comparison with exact unit cell results.
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Introduction
The design and evaluation of an electronic scanning array involves the determination of scan element pattern, or scan impedance. This has been called active element pattern, and active impedance; the adjective 'scan' is more descriptive, less ambiguous, and is preferred. The scan element pattern (SEP) is an extremely important design tool, as it demonstrates how array gain over the scan range (and beyond) is affected by mutual coupling, grating lobes and blind angles. It is also useful in scattering calculations. Calculation of the parameters usually requires the construction of a mutual impedance matrix and the solution of the corresponding simultaneous equations, or an equivalent procedure in the spectral domain.
Typically the number of equations N, is equal to the number of array elements, so that large arrays involve long solution times. Infinite array formulations are extremely useful in the design of large arrays, but such solutions only exist for a few geometries.
The large array method [l] was developed to offer the advantages of infinite array theory without the restrictions to application. Alternatively it has the advantages of array analysis without the N 3 time dependence. This paper offers an evaluation of the large array method for arrays of dipoles, with and without a backscreen. Infinite array results are used for comparison, and these results are first briefly discussed. 
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is better behaved; the excursions at grating lobe incidence are bounded. These old data are used to evaluate the large array method. Because of the oscillatory effect of adding a row or column of elements to the array, it might be expected that adding half the mutual impedances for the perimeter elements would reduce the oscillations. This proves to be the case, a 1 dB reduction is obtained, so all results in this paper utilise half-perimeter mutual impedances.
Figs. 15-17 show SEP for the 0.7 , I lattice case. Again oscillations are superimposed on the infinite array results, and as expected, the number of oscillations is governed by the number of elements in the scan direction. The 41 x 41 array of Fig. 15 provides a coarse approximation to the infinite array results, the 101 x 101 array of Fig. 16 is better. The array size in the transverse direction is less critical ; representation of deep grating lobe blind angles requires 41 or more elements. Thus a good array size is 41 x 101, although 41 x 201 is better, as shown in Fig.   17 . Similar results are realised for scan impedances as shown in Figs. 18 and 19 for a 101 x 101 array. Note that the scan is in the y direction.
Addition of a back screen appears to fill in the cyclic behaviour of the dipole-dipole impedances, with the result that the large array approximation gives very small oscillations. Fig. 20 shows that very good correlation 
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Conclusions
The large array approximation is excellent for elements of the dipole plus screen type, although it is no faster than simple infinite array unit cell methods where those 5
